Village Hideaway
Zions Lane
Bar Harbor
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Party Size: 6
Setting: Village
Pets: Not Permittied
Price: $1400-$2100/wk
Central location, private setting!

Description:
This freshly updated townhouse is perfectly located in the midst of downtown Bar Harbor yet peacefully tucked away on a
little lane away from the hustle and bustle of our liveliest island village. Find everything you need just a few steps away
including local restaurants and shops, two movie theaters, the town pier and harbor, and the free Island Explorer Shuttle to
Acadia National Park.
FIRST FLOOR: Living room with hardwood floors and all new comfortable furnishings including television with cable TV. Full
bathroom with shower only. Kitchen with brand new cupboards, countertops and appliances. Table to seat up to six. Door
and stairs to lower level.
SECOND FLOOR: Stairs leading from the living room reach the second floor bedrooms, one with a King Bed and the other
with a Queen as well as a shared Full Bathroom with combined tub and shower.
LOWER LEVEL: This spacious lower level Den with flat screen cable television serves as a nice family room or as a third
Bedroom with a good quality Queen size futon sofa bed. Sliding glass doors lead from this room to the rear patio with grill.
Large laundry room with plenty of room in which to maneuver around is also located on this lower level.
OUTDOOR SPACES: Back Patio with Propane Grill and picnic table. Off street parking for two vehicles near front entrance.

The Knowles Company One Summit Road, Northeast Harbor, ME 04662-0367 (207) 276-3322
www.knowlesco.com info@knowlesco.com
Note: Knowles Company rental agents represent the owners of rental properties and have a fiduciary duty to them. While
every effort is made to ensure that this list is accurate and up to date, property characteristics, prices, and availability are
subject to change without notice.
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